
 

Betsey James 
 The Columbian Exchange:   
Who Had It First --  Pueblo or Spanish?    
 
Setting the Stage -  Introduction  to New Material  

Because Europe and the Americas were completely separated by water, 
different species of animals and plants developed on each side of the 
Atlantic Ocean.  To allow students to quickly grasp the concept, explain 
that most (but not all) of the animals which we would keep in a farm were 
brought by the Spanish, and the Native people were familiar with most of 
the animals which we would see now as wildlife in the forest.   
 

Group  Practice 
Make a complete set of cards for each group of 3-4.    
 
Use the powerpoint introductory slide  to show students the image of the 
Spanish flag, which on their cards will represent the Spanish who came to 
the Rio Grande area with Coronado.   Show them the Zia symbol, which on 
their cards will represent the Native Pueblo people who lived in the middle 
Rio Grande valley area, then called Tiguex (Tee-WESH) . 
 
Discuss the difference between a stone-age culture and a culture which uses 
metal, and what differences that might make.  Be sure to introduce the 
idea that the Native people did not have access to any metal, but the 
Spanish did.  Discuss what they might be able to use to gather and store 
food or seed without metal or glass. 
 
Instructions are for each group to do the following: 
 

1. Students will shuffle and distribute cards, facedown, five per player. Instruct 

students not to let others see their cards. 

2. Place remaining stack in the center, face down.   

3. Start with one student going first by placing one card face up on the playing 

surface.   

4. Play passes left, with the next student connecting a card by matching a flag 

with a picture of something that is connected to that culture. Example:  The 

 

Materials 
 One set of 24 cards for each 

group.  Cut apart and mount 

on index cards, then laminate 

for future use. 

 Powerpoint and projector 

 Graphic organizer for each 

student 

 Computer to research recipes 

and food 

Common Core Standards for 
Literacy – Grade 4 
  
CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.W.4.1 Write opinion 
pieces on topics or texts, supporting a point 
of view with reasons and information. 

 CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.W.4.1.A 
Introduce a topic or text clearly, 
state an opinion, and create an 
organizational structure in which 
related ideas are grouped to 
support the writer's purpose. 

 CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.W.4.1.B 
Provide reasons that are 
supported by facts and details. 

 CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.W.4.1.C 
Link opinion and reasons using 
words and phrases (e.g., for 
instance, in order to, in addition). 

 CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.W.4.1.D 
Provide a concluding statement 
or section related to the opinion 
presented. 
 

CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.W.4.7  Conduct short 
research projects that build knowledge 
through investigation of different aspects of 
a topic. 

New Mexico Standards –K-4 
History Content Standard I: Students are 
able to identify important people and events 
in order to analyze significant patterns, 
relationships, themes, ideas, beliefs, and 
turning points in New Mexico, United States, 
and world history in order to understand the 
complexity of the human experience. 

 K-4 Benchmark I-A—New Mexico: 
Describe how contemporary and 
historical people and events have 
influenced New Mexico 
communities and regions 
 

Geography Content Standard II: Students 
understand how physical, natural, and 
cultural processes influence where people 
live, the ways in which people live, and how 
societies interact with one another and their 
environments.  

http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/W/4/1/
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/W/4/1/a/
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/W/4/1/b/
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/W/4/1/c/
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/W/4/1/d/
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/W/4/7/


 

Spanish flag should connect with the horse, since the horse came to North and 

South America with the Spanish.   

5. If a player cannot match a card, he or she must draw one from the remaining 

cards, and the play passes to the next player. 

6. First player to run out of cards wins! 

7. Teacher will monitor and  if there are any errors, explain.  

 

Use this activity to generate interest and to develop understanding of 
the many differences between the Europeans and the Pueblo people. 
 

Whole Class  Practice 
Use the Powerpoint presentation to define the Columbian Exchange.  
Ask students to use prior knowledge to determine why we use the term 
“Columbian,” and make sure they are familiar with vocabulary terms. 
Ask students to read the Powerpoint text aloud. Allow groups to correct 
any errors in classifications made in their card game.  Discuss the 
concept of the Columbian Exchange with students.   Complete the 
graphic organizer so that each child will have facts to use in their 
writing. 
 

Partner Practice – Plan A Dinner Party! 
Divide class into four groups.  Students will use the handout to plan a 
menu for a dinner party as one of four groups:  New World before the 
Columbian Exchange, Old World before the Columbian Exchange,  
New World after the Columbian Exchange, and Old World after the 
Columbian Exchange.   Groups will plan for an appetizer, a main 
course, a drink, and a dessert for their menu.  They will then research 
recipes to determine and record ingredients needed to cook that dish.  
This could be an easy, fun homework assignment, or done with 
computer access in class.    
 
Groups will present their dinner party menu to the class.  Each student 
should write a “dinner party review” which sums up the activity by 
discussing how much difficulty students had in planning, especially for 
those who had the “Before Columbian Exchange” groups.   
 
Each student should summarize how they think the Columbian 
Exchange impacted what people ate, around the globe.  Discuss a 
hypothesis about possible ways that these new foods might impact 
populations in both the Old World and the New World.  What 
consequences might this have on people?  There are theories which 
maintain that corn is responsible for African-American slavery in that 
African population increased after it became a main staple crop and 
their population increased enough to create friction between 
neighboring tribes.  Also, one variety of potato became a staple food  of 

 

 K-4 Benchmark II-A: Understand 
the concept of location by using 
and constructing maps, globes, 
and other geographic tools to 
identify and derive information 
about people, places, and 
environments. 

 
Vocabulary: 
Columbian 

 Exchange 

Domesticated 

Old World 

New World 

Import 

Native 

Continent 

Staple 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 



 

Irish peasants,  and when it was infected with a blight, one third of the Irish population died of 
starvation.   Engage in a classroom discussion about how life changed for different groups because 
of the Columbian Exchange.  
 
Assessment – Individual Practice 
Students will individually plan and write a paragraph which answers the question of who was the winner 
and who was the loser in the Columbian Exchange.  They will use the prewriting page to plan their writing 
and make sure that they have included supporting details to support their opinion, and used a strong 
concluding statement.  Students should then write their paper,  and share it with peers to get feedback for 
revision.  Final drafts should be nicely rewritten and should include an illustration of the most important 
plant, animal, or idea which crossed the Atlantic Ocean in the Columbian Exchange. 

 
Closure 

Focus on the last slide in the powerpoint.  Post a sign on one side of the classroom reading “PUEBLO”  and 
on the other side of the classroom reading “SPANISH.”     Prepare students to  “vote with their feet”  to 
answer the question:  Who came out ahead in the Columbian Exchange, the Spanish or the Pueblos?   On 
a count of three, students will move to the side they think was the “winner” in the exchange.   What did the 
class think?  Ask students to explain their reasons for their choice.   

 

Enrichment 
Columbian Exchange Dinner Party:  Select items from each menu and have a classroom meal in 
which students have to identify where their food originated. 
 
Middle school students could further extend this lesson by reading the article written by J. R. 
McNeill about the Columbian Exchange. 
 
Discuss the possible exchanges that could occur if humans continue to explore into space.  Would 
they be positive or negative?  
 

Resources 
Crosby, Alfred.  “The Columbian Exchange.”   

http://www.gilderlehrman.org/history-by-era/american-indians/essays/columbian-exchange 

 

Media, PBS Learning.  The Columbian Exchange, n.d. Lesson Plan. 

 http://www.pbslearningmedia.org/resource/midlit11.soc.splcol/the-columbian-exchange/ 

 (Informative video clips) 

 

McNeill, J.R.  “The Columbian Exchange.”  

 http://www.learnnc.org/lp/pdf/the-columbian-exchange-p1866.pdf 
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